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Winter Solstice 2011 

At the Solstice 

It is hard to believe the Winter Solstice is here already. It seems like yesterday we were 

celebrating the mid-point of the year at the Summer Solstice. This is the time of year I 

tend to go within. I spend time reflecting and giving thanks. One thing I am thankful for 

is the completion of calculus. The class is over and I am proud to say I got a B for the 

course. In January I will begin my courses at the University of Florida. 

There were many things to be thankful for. Shortly after Imbolc, we celebrated a new life 

as our first grandson was born. Then just before Samhain we celebrated a new 

beginning as our daughter married a wonderful man. I am so glad she is so happy. Also 

this being my birthday month, I celebrated a milestone birthday when I turned 50. 

My local women’s group had a lovely ritual to celebrate the Winter Solstice. We offered 

wishes to each other. It was beautiful especially because the wishes were from the heart. 

The women are diverse and yet we come together as one. I am thankful to be a part of 

this group. 

To continue with making wishes for others, my dear Sister, Friend and Mentor Deanne 

(Bendis) has been offered an amazing opportunity to live and be a part of a Dianic 

community in Brazil. A few years ago she told me how much she would love to be a 

Priestess full time. The universe heard her and granted her wish. She has been so much 

a part of online community and now will also be a part of a Dianic Temple. I wish her 

much happiness and success with this endeavor. May she be blessed and have safe 

travels! 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the contributors and sponsors of the 

Oracle. I consider it an honor and a privilege to work with such talented individuals. I 

wish all of you much success in the coming year. 

Here’s to another year of wishes! 

Blessings of the Solstice, 

Dawn 
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Amaterasu the Sun Goddess by Dawn “Belladonna” Thomas 

 

When I look up to the royal sky 

I see her, a tranquil queen 

Behind screen of clouds. The sun! 

For thousands of ages may she shine. 

For thousands of ages may we serve her. 

May we serve her with reverence. 

May we serve her with. 

 

(This is an invocation to the sun goddess from a Japanese scripture called the Hihogi) 

Amaterasu is a goddess of Shinto. This was the indigenous pre-Buddhist religion of 

Japan. She is the only goddess who leads the pantheon of a major religion today. Since 

Shinto is a nature based religion, Amaterasu was worshiped in simple tree-flanked 

shrines. Amaterasu is represented as circle on the Japanese flag, which represents the 

mirror that is central to her myth. 

In her story, there is a contest between Amaterasu and her brother, the storm god. This 

is not a battle between good and evil since there is no conception of evil in this religion. 

Instead Shinto judges an action as whether it is appropriate to the time and place. A 

word spoken in anger to a child is considered wrong but the same word spoken to a 

threatening intruder is appropriate. In this contest Susano-o represents wrongness and 

inappropriateness, while Amaterasu represents order and rectitude. 

The myth begins when Susano-o went to heaven to see Amaterasu. In previous visits, he 

was disruptive but promised this time he meant no harm. Susano-o said he was willing 

to be tested to prove his good will. For this test he would give birth. If his intentions 

were peaceful, all the children would be boys. 

To complete the test he asked Amaterasu for a few of her jewels. She brought him five 

jewels which he cracked open to reveal five gods. She was beginning to believe the 

good will of her brother. Suddenly he grew wild with excitement at what he had done 

and began a destructive rampage through the world. The final straw came when he 

threw a flayed corpse of a horse through the roof of the weaving hall. This startled one 

of Amaterasu’s companions causing her to prick herself and then she died. 
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Amaterasu could not bear anymore. She became despondent and shut herself up in her 

Sky-Rock-Cave. Without the sun, the world was plunged into darkness. Everyone 

pleaded for her to return but Amaterasu stayed inside the cave. 

Finally, Uzume, the shaman goddess, came up with an idea. She stood on an overturned 

washtub and began to dance and sing. Soon the dance turned into a striptease. When 

she finished undressing, Uzume began dancing with wild delight. Everyone began 

shouting and laughing. 

Amaterasu heard the noise from inside her cave. She could not imagine what people 

were celebrating without her. She called out, asking what was going on. Someone 

answered that they had found another goddess that was better than the sun. She could 

not believe this was true. Amaterasu cracked opened the door of her cave to see. 

This was what everyone hoped would happen. In anticipation, a mirror was placed 

directly outside of her cave. When Amaterasu, looked out she was dazzled by the 

beautiful women facing her. Since she had never seen her own reflection, she did not 

know she was looking at herself. While she was looking in the mirror, the people 

grabbed the door and pulled it open. They secured it with a rope so the door could 

never be closed so tightly again. And with that the sun returned to warm the earth. 

Ask Your Mama by Mama Donna Henes 
 

Are you cyclically confused? In a ceremonial quandary? Completely clueless? 

Wonder no more. 

*Ask Your Mama™ 

Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Spirituality and Didn’t Know Who 

to Ask™ 

by 

©Mama Donna Henes, Urban Shaman 

A Question of Roles and Definitions 

Dear Mama Donna, 
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What is the difference between a priestess and a shaman? 

Just Wondering in Wichita 

Dear Wondering, 

Priest/ess cultures are usually hierarchical. Someone is always above someone who is 

above someone else. Those at the top of the pyramid have the authority to tell those 

below what to do and how to do it. Most of the Western world today operates on this 

model. Organized religions, corporations, schools, and the nuclear family system are all 

models of priest/ess traditions. Power in these structured establishments is generated 

from the top down. 

Most priest/ess systems have a traditional framework that is perpetuated, unchanged, 

from generation to generation through time. Holidays, ceremonies, particular prayer 

practices, and ways of doing things, ways of living — rules, regulations, and taboos — 

tend to get passed on as is. Customs are handed down through the ages without 

question. When someone asks why something is done in a certain manner, the answer 

will invariably be, “Because that is how it has always been done.” 

There is a wonderful joke that perfectly describes this path: 

A young bride was preparing her first holiday ham. (The Jewish version talks about a 

brisket!) She seasoned and sauced it. And just before placing it into the baking pan, she 

cut the end off of the roast. 

“Why did you do that?” Asked her new husband, who had been observing with pr the 

operation with pride and fascination. 

“Because that’s how you are supposed make a ham. That’s how my mother always made 

ham,” explained the wife. 

“But, why?” persisted her curious spouse. “Call your mother and ask her.” 

The young woman dialed her mother. “Mom, you know when you make a ham and you 

cut the end off of it before you put it into the pan? Why do you do that?” 

“I don’t know, I never thought about. That’s just how you make a ham. That’s the way 

my mother always did it.” 
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“But why?” asked her by-now-perplexed daughter. “Call grandma and ask her.” 

So the mother called her mother. “Ma, why is it you always cut off the end of the ham 

before baking it? What do you do that for?” 

“Well, dear, when your father and I were first married, all we had was just one small 

roasting pan.” 

This family custom of ham cutting had developed from a very real and practical need. 

And although the original, logical reason for the practice was now lost to the daughter 

and the granddaughter, the nostalgic pleasure of repeating comforting scenes from 

their childhood served their emotional needs. 

The three major priest (now patriarchal and totally forgetting/suppressing their priestess 

pasts) religions of the West have survived, altered perhaps, but basically intact, for 

thousands of years. Judaism is nearly 5800-years-old, Christianity is 2003-years-old and 

Islam is almost 1500-years-old. They have lasted so long, because their religious 

calendars of repeated cycles of repeated rituals have been able to satisfy at least some 

of the spiritual, emotional, and philosophical requirements of people. 

It is only in recent decades that great numbers of people have begun to question 

religious authority and to look outside of their own inherited priestly religious pasts to 

find new ways of worship that speak more directly to their contemporary needs. In this 

quest for a more responsive spirituality, many people have begun to investigate older 

forms of relating to the divine. 

Shamanic cultures predate organized religions. They encourage a more immediate, 

intimate, personal relationship with the sacred. Worship and devotion are deemed to be 

immediate and uninterrupted, and usually without the intercession of an intermediary. 

This is not to say that there are not traditional community rituals in shamanic cultures 

that have been performed throughout many generations. But it is commonly 

understood that each individual is capable of enjoying a unique and private relationship 

with the Powers That Be. That anyone can design and perform a personally relevant 

ritual. 

Don, a friend of a friend, an Apache from Oklahoma, was for several decades a 

dedicated student of spiritual traditions from around the world, and a fervent collector 

of religious books of every genre. When Don was on his deathbed, his friend Louie paid 
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him a visit. Louie wanted to know if Don wished for a traditional shaman to counsel him 

through his final passage. He did not. Louie then asked him if he wanted to talk to a 

priest? No. A minister? No. A rabbi? A monk? A guru? No. No. No. Finally Don informed 

him, “I think I’ll just go direct!” 

A shaman serves as a spiritual leader, but not an ordained director. S/he leads through 

the power of her/his own direct experience with spirit, and not because someone above 

her/him on the power ladder has granted her the authority to do so. As a shaman, I can 

teach through example, but not through dictum. I can encourage, inspire and support 

my constituents, but I cannot — dare not — pass judgment or pass laws. I can and do 

pat my clients and students on the back, kick them in the butt or let them cry on my 

shoulder when they need help. I can tell them what I did, how I learned this or that 

lesson, but I cannot tell them what they should do. How do I know what their soul needs 

to do? I can, of course, aid them in reaching into their own wisdom and help them to 

learn from their own inner best self. 

The shamanic assumption is that every person has her/his own mission in this life time. 

Her own dreams. His own way. Her own path. His own sensibility. Her own visions and 

designs. His own hard-won lessons. That we each have our own singular life to live, that 

every one of us must figure out for ourselves the fullest, richest, most effective, ethical, 

and satisfying way in which to do it, and moreover, that we all own the power and the 

response-ability to make it so. 

Yours till Niagara Falls, 

xxMama Donna 

*Are you cyclically confused? In a ceremonial quandary? Completely clueless? Wonder 

no more. Send your questions about seasons, cycles, and celebrations 

to CityShaman@aol.com. 

************************************************************** 

Donna Henes is an internationally renowned urban shaman, ritual expert, award-winning 

author, popular speaker and workshop leader whose joyful celebrations of celestial events 

have introduced ancient traditional rituals and contemporary ceremonies to millions of 

people in more than 100 cities since 1972. She has published four books, a CD, an 

acclaimed Ezine and writes for The Huffington Post and UPI Religion and Spirituality 

mailto:CityShaman@aol.com
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Forum. Mama Donna, as she is affectionately called, maintains a ceremonial center, spirit 

shop, ritual practice and consultancy in Exotic Brooklyn, NY where she works with 

individuals, groups, institutions, municipalities and corporations to create meaningful 

ceremonies for every imaginable occasion. 

www.DonnaHenes.net 

www.TheQueenOfMySelf.com 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donna_Henes 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Queen_of_My_Self 

Watch her videos: 

http://www.youtube.com/user/MamaDonnaHenes 

Follow her on Twitter: 

http://twitter.com/queenmamadonna 

Connect with her on Facebook: 

http://www.facebook.com/#/donnahenes?ref=profile 

Read her on the Huffington Post: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/donna-henes/ 

Read her on Beliefnet: 

http://blog.beliefnet.com/thequeenofmyself/ 

Blank Day in the Celtic Tree Calendar by Barbara Ardinger, PhD 

 

December 23rd – Blank Day in the Celtic Tree Calendar 

Our earliest hominid ancestors were born in East Africa about seven million years ago 

and evolved to become homo sapiens during the Pleistocene epoch, about one million 

years ago. The hominid “mitochondrial Eve” from whom everyone living on the planet 

today is descended, lived about one hundred fifty thousand years ago. 

The true Garden of Eden, Lucia Chiavola Birnbaum writes in Dark Mother: African Origins 

and Godmothers, was Africa’s Rift Valley. About fifty thousand years ago, humans began 

walking out of Africa. They walked north, turned right, and walked across Asia. They 

walked north, turned left, and walked across Europe. Their travels took a long, long time. 

They carried their goddess with them. Because they came from Africa, their goddess was 

black. As the peoples’ skins became lighter, so did their goddesses, but we still find 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Queen_of_My_Self
http://blog.beliefnet.com/thequeenofmyself/
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Black Virgins, not only in the deepest layers of our consciousness but also deep down 

under our cathedrals. The eldest goddess was black. She was black, as the Song of 

Solomon says, and she was comely, and the sun looked down upon her. Her children 

loved and worshipped her for as long as they lived. Birnbaum writes that we need to 

find our dark mother again. “The next step toward religious understanding, and a just 

world, [is] to bring her to public knowledge and public evidence that verifies that all of 

us descend from an African dark mother.” 

The goddess figures we buy today are white. It’s time to reclaim the black goddess. Buy 

a goddess or select one from your collection. Buy a dollar bottle of black model paint 

and a small brush. Paint your goddess black. As you are painting, think about how you 

feel about painting a goddess. How do you feel about making what once was white, 

black? Now paint another goddess black. 

Barbara Ardinger, Ph.D. (www.barbaraardinger.com), is the author of Pagan Every Day: 

Finding the Extraordinary in Our Ordinary Lives (RedWheel/Weiser, 2006), a unique 

daybook of daily meditations, stories, and activities. Her earlier books are Finding New 

Goddesses, Quicksilver Moon, Goddess Meditations, and Practicing the Presence of the 

Goddess. Her day job is freelance editing for people who don't want to embarrass 

themselves in print. Barbara lives in southern California. To purchase a signed copy of 

Finding New Goddesses, just send Barbara an email at bawriting@earthlink.net 

Brigid by Leslie Brooks 

 

Brigid, also sometimes known as Brigit, was the Healing and Fertility Goddess. She was 

believed to help women in labor. She was worshipped primarily in Ireland and Britain 

where she was probably known as Brigantia. 

For the Irish she was the great Goddess Mother of Ireland. At one time in Ireland they 

were probably united under her for praise and worship. She appears sometimes as an 

alternative to her mother Anu which could mean they were the same mother Goddess 

with just different aspects. Brigid represents the mother, fertility and creative inspiration. 

She was also worshiped as a warrioress, protectress, and a healer, a guardian of children, 

a serpent slayer, a sovereign and a Goddess of the sun and of fire. In other sources she 

is also the Goddess of animal husbandry, medicine, craft and music. 

http://www.barbaraardinger.com/
mailto:bawriting@earthlink.net
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Imbolc is Brigid’s festival, and is celebrated on or around February 1st when she ushers 

Spring to the world. During this time Brigid personifies a bride, virgin or maiden aspect. 

Imbolc also is known as Oimelc, and Candlemas, 

In Irish Mythology, she was the Bres wife. He was the half-Fomorh God who led briefly 

the Tuatha De Danaan after the first battle of Magh Tuireadh against the Firbolg. The 

God Bres was very handsome but also very oppressive, like most Fomorii so he did not 

reign for very long. Brigid meanwhile bore him three sons. 

She was also credited with inventing the Irish mourning wail called caoine (keening) 

when she mourned her son Ruadon. Ruadon was her son with Bres. The young man was 

killed in battle. Some of her essence is said to still live in Beansidhe as the Faery spirit 

can still be heard keening (caoine). She can be heard at night time just before a death. 

By the 5th century CE her Kildare shrine was adopted as a holy site by Christian 

missionaries. Now under Christianity’s banner she became Saint Bridget. She kept most 

of her aspects including Sky Goddess but instead she became Queen of Heaven. They 

even took her sabbat Imbolc and made it into one of their own feast days for her. St. 

Brigit or St. Bride, one of Ireland’s patron saints, might have been one of the Goddesses 

priestess before her conversion to Christianity. This would help pagans convert to 

Christianity because they already knew her. St. Brigit was able to help feed animals 

without reducing available food to humans. This way she is linked up with the Pagan 

Goddess Brigit who shared the same festival. 

In the midst of winter and after Yule we have the point of balance of winter. Also we 

have the promise of Yule that light will return to us. We are reminded that springtime 

will come with growth. This is the time for Brigit to seize control for the spring 

season. The earth will need to awaken again. Her serpent will awaken to tell the end of 

winter. This of course is an association with the American Groundhog Day. 

You can call upon Brigid for virtually any endeavor you may wish to undertake. Call 

upon her for fertility, fire magic, and inspiration, crafting, and healing. She is great to call 

on post Yule to help any growth you ask for. She is there for you, you just have to ask. 

Sources: 

McCoy, Edain. Celtic Myth & Mythology: Harnessing the power of the Gods and 

Goddesses: Llewellyn’s Publications, 1995 
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“Brigid." Encyclopedia Mythica from Encyclopedia Mythica Online. 

<http://www.pantheon.org/articles/b/brigid.html> 

[Accessed October 27, 2011]. 

Cottrell, Arthur. The Encyclopedia of Mythology. New York: Anness Publishing Limited, 

1996. 

“Brigid.” PaganPages.org. http://paganpages.org/content/tag/brigid/. [accessed October 

27, 2011] 

Cailleach: Goddess for the Winter Solstice by Dawn “Belladonna” Thomas 

 

The Cailleach (KAL-y-ach) is the Ancient Earth herself. She is the lichen-covered rocks 

and the mountain peaks. She is the bare earth covered with snow and frost. She is the 

Deep Ancestress, veiled by the passage of time. In Scotland, she is Cailleach Bheur, The 

Blue Hag of Winter She is often described as an ugly giantess leaping from mountaintop 

to mountaintop. The rocks she drops from her apron become hills. She has a blue-black 

face with only one eye in the center of her forehead. Her teeth are red and her hair is 

matted brushwood covered with frost. She wears grey clothes and a great plaid is 

wrapped around her shoulders. 

Her reign begins on Samhain. She is a bringer of snows, death, and sharp storms. On 

Samhain the Cailleach leaves her mountains and walks the Land. She proceeds to "wash 

her plaid". Her plaid represents the Land. When the Cailleach is done the plaid is white 

and the Land is covered with snow. 

Another aspect of the Cailleach is as protector and steward of wild animals, particularly 

deer and wolves. It is said She looks after the deer and ensures a healthy herd. 

Prayer: Great Cailleach, I welcome you on this Winter Solstice. In the Dianic tradition, it 

is the time of year to celebrate the Hag. You are a part of all of us all. Your plaid is 

wrapped around me as I sit with you. I find it comforting. I honor you and thank you for 

your presence. Blessed Be. 

  

http://paganpages.org/content/tag/brigid/
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Freya by Leslie Brooks 

 

Freya, or sometimes Frea, was the daughter of Njord, God of the Sea in Germanic 

mythology. She is sister to Freyr. She is the goddess of lust and love. Freya was an 

important Goddess within fertility and part of the Vanir. The Vanir was one of two 

branches the Germanic Gods were divided into. The Vanir seemed to be uprooted by 

the younger Aesir after a war. The Aesir were led by Odin. Njord with his children, Freyr 

and Freya, went to Asgard when peace was agreed. They lived with the Aesir as a token 

of peace and friendship. 

Freya’s treasure was the Brisings’ necklace. She received this necklace by sleeping with 

the makers of the necklace. The four dwarf makers wanted a payment after all. She was 

so beautiful she had many admirers, including Ottar who she turned into a boar often 

called a Hildesvini. Her other favorite things were a cloak of bird feathers. This allowed 

its wearer to change into a falcon, and a chariot pulled by two cats. 

She was said to be a sorceress who taught the Gods on Asgard the spells of the Vanir. 

She married a mysterious god by the name of Od, probably another form of Odin. This 

Od disappeared and she mourned her lost husband. Her tears changed into gold. 

She and Odin took on the interest of heroic dead. They divided the dead into two 

groups at the end of each battle. One share would go with Odin to live in Valhalla and 

the other group would go with Freya to Sessrumnir. Women can enter her hall. 

During the Winter Solstice Freya was important because in mythology Baldur was born 

during this season. She worked very hard to bring in the light and because of this she 

helps the women in labor. However, even in this light, darkness can happen. Baldur died 

during this particular season. Freya saw her son’s death and she asked that all things 

would not play a part in Baldur’s death. Everybody agreed but she forgot to ask the 

mistletoe. She thought it too insignificant to do harm. Loki, the trickster God figured out 

the loophole; Loki made a dart out of the mistletoe. Loki suggested a game of darts and 

Loki guided a blind God’s hand and threw the mistletoe right at Baldur’s heart. Baldur 

died. 

The white berries on the mistletoe were Freya’s tears. However, in some stories Baldur’s 

death end happy. He’s restored to life and Freya takes back the bad reputation the 
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mistletoe received. She then gives it a new life by symbolizing it with peace and love. 

Also with the God dying and returning later. 

Yule is meant to bring hope. There is light in the darkness. Things will grow and the sun 

will come again. As Samhain brings the death; Yule brings hope in the cycle of life and 

death. 

Sources: 

"Freya." Encyclopedia Mythica from Encyclopedia Mythica Online. 

<http://www.pantheon.org/articles/f/freya.html> 

[Accessed October 29, 2011]. 

The Goddess Path Issue #012 

'Tis the Season! 

December, 2003 http://www.goddess-gift.com/goddess_gift_book/goddess-Dec03.htm 

[Accessed October 29, 2011] 

Winter Solstice and the Goddess Freya 

Source: ©2002-2003 The Goddess Path at Goddess Gift 

http://daughtersofearthwisdom.org/sabbats/yule/articles/freya.html [Accessed October 

29, 2011] 

Cottrell, Arthur. The Encyclopedia of Mythology. New York: Anness Publishing Limited, 

1996. 

Goddesses for Winter Solstice: Eos and Aurora by Dawn "Belladonna" Thomas 

 

For the winter solstice I chose Eos and Aurora to represent the goddess. This is the time 

of beginning light. As the wheel of year turns, the light begins to return. This is a special 

time of year for me. I was born in December and my name is Dawn. It is appropriate for 

me to celebrate with these goddesses. 

Eos is the Greek goddess of dawn. She was the daughter of two early light deities, 

Hyperion and Thea. The lovely winged creature drove a chariot hitched to four swift 

steeds, dragging light across the sky; she changed at midday into another goddess, 

Hemera (“light of day”), and later into sunset goddess Hesperide. Aurora is the Roman 

goddess of dawn and has similar stories as of the Greek Eos; her name means “light.” 

http://www.goddessgift.com/pandora%27s_box/winter-solstice.htm
http://daughtersofearthwisdom.org/sabbats/yule/articles/freya.html
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She had a strong sexual appetite, similar to that of Aphrodite, and had many lovers. 

Sometimes she would kidnap handsome men to serve her needs. There is a story 

relating to the gigantic Orion. When he was mortal he mistreated his wife Merope. He 

was blinded by Merope’s father and by the wine god Dionysus. In order to restore his 

sight, Orion was told to bathe his face in Eos’ rays. He stood on a hilltop looking 

towards the sky. Not only did she restore Orion’s sight, she kidnapped him to serve as 

her lover. Orion still had a violent nature and eventually was sent to the stars for an 

offense against Artemis. 

Eros had another mortal lover, Tithonus. Eos was so attracted to him she wanted 

immortality for him. Unfortunately Eos did not ask for eternal youth. Tithonus slowly 

aged and Eos’ love faded. She left him, but took kindness on him. She turned him into a 

cricket and placed him in a cage near her door. This way he could say good-bye to her 

as she left on her day’s journey 

Preparation: Dark blue, silver or white altar cloth, one white candle. The ritual will take 

place at sunset or after dark. 

Prayer: O dear Goddesses of light, we honor you on this dark day as we wait for the sun 

to be reborn. We have been traveling in the dark with the hope for the return of the 

light. We ask you Eos and Aurora to join us tonight as we welcome this day. This is a 

new beginning for us me as we look ahead to the New Year. Thank you for bringing the 

warmth of light. Blessed Be. 

Mama Donna's Spirit Shop 
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Saturnalia: The Yule Tree, the World Tree by Barbara Ardinger, PhD 

December 20th – Saturnalia: The Yule Tree, the World Tree 

Our familiar decorated Christmas tree comes to us from Germany by way of Victorian 

England. When Prince Albert came to England in 1840 to marry young Queen Victoria, 

he brought a number of holiday customs with him. 

When I wrote a women-only party back in March, I promised I’d give men a night for 

their own party. I’ve never been to a boys’ night out and don’t want to suggest macho 

activities, so what about decorating the holiday tree? The AEGSA Roman calendar Web 

site tells us that the Romans exchanged gifts at the Saturnalia, including candles, clay 

doll-like figures, and strenae, boughs of trees to which cakes and candies were tied. 

In The Rites of Odin, Ed Fitch says, “It is often rewarding to decorate the Yule tree so that 

it reflects Yggdrasil, the mythic World Tree.” We can trim the tree “as normal,” but add a 

bright star (the North Star) and an eagle for Odin, giver of victory and wisdom, at the 

top. In the upper branches, place Valkyries and swan maidens and lots of stars and 

lights. At the base of the tree should be a cave with the earth dragon, images of the 

Three Norns, a pool (use a mirror), and a cauldron. Reindeer can stand in the snow 

around the base of the tree and squirrels can sit in the branches. A manger is also 

appropriate for Mother Frigga and her newborn son, “the promise of the new year.” A 

pair of wolves can guard them, and the “three male wanderers” can be Odin, Thor, and 

Loki bringing gifts to Frigga’s Sacred Child.” 

I know other pagans who decorate their holiday trees with multitudes of glass fruits and 

vegetables, tiny animals and birds, runes and sigils, and bells and lights, and tiny 

wrapped gifts. 

Barbara Ardinger, Ph.D. (www.barbaraardinger.com), is the author of Pagan Every Day: 

Finding the Extraordinary in Our Ordinary Lives (RedWheel/Weiser, 2006), a unique 

daybook of daily meditations, stories, and activities. Her earlier books are Finding New 

Goddesses, Quicksilver Moon, Goddess Meditations, and Practicing the Presence of the 

Goddess. Her day job is freelance editing for people who don't want to embarrass 

themselves in print. Barbara lives in southern California. To purchase a signed copy of 

Finding New Goddesses, just send Barbara an email at bawriting@earthlink.net 

 

http://www.barbaraardinger.com/
mailto:bawriting@earthlink.net
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Tante Tchotchke - Goddess of Shopping by Barbara Ardinger, PhD 

 

Actually, this Found goddess has always been familiar (if perhaps nameless) to Witches 

and other neopagans … and anyone who likes a bargain, for she is always manifest at 

public rituals and fairs and in the boutique. She’s our own pagan Auntie Mame, our 

Goddess of Good Things. 

Our Tante loves us. That’s why she spends so much quality time with us. We have only 

to pick up her Sacred Shopping Bag (these days, properly canvas or some recycled 

material) and utter her magical incantation— 

Yard sale, antique shop, 

Watch me, here I come! 

Goodies there, and treasures, too, 

You bet I’ll find me some! 

 

—and here she is. She’s beside us in the craft and gift stores in September when the 

little papier-mâché witchies go on sale. She guides us through the cushiest consignment 

shops, where the grandest velvet skirts and beaded shawls just seem to fall into our 

hands. In Goodwill and Salvation Army thrift stores, she leads us to the perfect chalice, 

tea cup, or coffee mug. She knows exactly where to find shoes to die for at prices we 

can live with. 

Yes, it’s our Tante Tchotchke who dresses us. Can anyone doubt it? She’s also the one 

who blows the starting whistle at the pagan jewelry races. (Oh, you don’t know about 

pagan jewelry races? You put on all your jewelry and run a hundred yards. Anyone who 

can make it, still standing up, to the end is the winner.) 

It’s Tante Tchotchke who also inspires our most splendiferous altars. Shopping in all the 

best places, she leads us to candles in the proper colors dressed with the proper 

elemental oils. The correct flowers and herbs for each element, the correct stones and 

crystals, the most magical tokens, our best magical tools. She leads us to our sacred 

knives, wands, pentacles, and chalices. She locates goddess statues large and small. And 

that’s not all! She leads us to office supplies (even the best witch has to earn a living), 

kitchen supplies, gardening supplies, DVDs and CDs, and cell phones, iPhones, and apps. 

Yes, this goddess takes good care of us. 
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Hail and welcome, Blessed Tchotchke, 

Bearer of the Shopping Bag of Life. 

Inspired Finder of what we can’t live without, 

Saturday morning yard sale co-pilot— 

Lend us your bargain radar, the cornucopia of your wallet. 

Teach us the meaning of your holy mantra: 

Too Much Is Never Enough. 

 

From Finding New Goddesses by Barbara Ardinger, 2003. 
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